
Casa Tabachin | Oceanview in Centro $1,550.00 USD
Nightly Starting Price

*Please check all our season rates on our website

Centro, Puerto
Vallarta

Type
Villa

Guests
16 Guests

Bedrooms
8 Bedrooms

Bathrooms
10 Bathrooms

Description
About this listing Casa Tabachin was remodeled with a contemporary vision to showcase the owner’s fabulous art collection, while
retaining the best of the traditional Mexican architecture.  The almost perfect climate of Puerto Vallarta encourages outdoor living and
Casa Tabachin is designed with that in mind, the main living, dining & kitchen flow onto an open concept living area. There top level
terrace has Jacuzzi for 8 persons & outdoor living space great for sunsets, the spacious pool terrace is a great living space with wet
bar, outdoor dining, full bath & sun lounges. Ocean View Villa Amenities Casa Tabachin offers a unique experience located hillside in
the heart of the historic zone, just a short walk to Los Muertos Beach.  The Villa offers amazing vistas of the sparkling Pacific Ocean,
the Sierra Madre Mountains and a city of excitement.  Set in the Historic zone, the villa was a longtime favorite of the Hollywood jet
set, hidden in a neighborhood of gourmet rooftop restaurants, with the sweet sounds of the Mariachis across the tiled rooftops. Casa
Tabachin rents as a 4 to 8 bedrooms villa, 6 bedrooms in the Main Casa & 2 more plus extra entert...

All information is deemed reliable but not guaranteed. The listings on this site are displayed courtesy of the IDX program of AMPI Vallarta Nayarit MLS and may
not be the listings of the site owner.

MX Contact Info
Atún 118, Col. Las Gaviotas, Puerto
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